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Historically, joint effort has been put on observing open ocean, organizing, homogenizing, sharing and reinforcing
the impact of the acquired information based on one technology: ARGO with profilers Argo floats, EuroSites,
ESONET-NoE, FixO3 for deep water platforms, Ferrybox for stations in ships of opportunities, and GROOM for
the more recent gliders. This kind of networking creates synergies and makes easier the implementation of this
source of data in the European Data exchange services like EMODnet, ROOSs portals, or any applied services in
the Blue economy.
One main targeted improvement in the second phase of EMODnet projects is the assembling of data along
coastline. In that sense, further coordination is recommended between platform operators around a specific
technology in order to make easier the implementation of the data in the platforms (4th EuroGOOS DATAMEQ
WG).
HF radar is today recognized internationally as a cost-effective solution to provide high spatial and temporal
resolution current maps (depending on the instrument operation frequency, covering from a few kilometres
offshore up to 200 km) that are needed for many applications for issues related to ocean surface drift or sea state
characterization.
Significant heterogeneity still exists in Europe concerning technological configurations, data processing, quality
standards and data availability. This makes more difficult the development of a significant network for achieving
the needed accessibility to HF Radar data for a pan European use.
EuroGOOS took the initiative to lead and coordinate activities within the various observation platforms by
establishing a number of Ocean Observing Task Teams such as HF-Radars. The purpose is to coordinate and join
the technological, scientific and operational HF radar communities at European level. The goal of the group is on
the harmonization of systems requirements, systems design, data quality, improvement and proof of the readiness
and standardization of HFR data access and tools.
In this context, a coordinated action between EuroGOOS HF Radar Task Team and EMODnet Physics has been
pushed to achieve a pilot integration of the data from existing HF radar systems, with the following operational
objectives: definition of needed metadata; standardization for data format and QC; recommendation for the
implementation of HF radar data in Regional and European Portals.
This coordinated action for organizing and creating links between operators of HF radar platforms will benefit to
the implementation of this key information in the European Marine Observation Data Network.


